work of the big bang equilibrium model, is proposed and LBL-5819 used to study the spectra of high energy composite particles that can be seen in relativistic heavy ion collisions.
Properties of the spectra are related to properties of the thermodynamic equilibrium region.
In this letter properties of the spectra of high energy compos- n re at1v1st1c eavy 1on co 1s1on are stu 1e
in the framework of .a thermodynamic picture, whose foundation is based on the big bang equilibrium model. 3 The basis of the model to be discussed is the nuclear fireball picture used to describe proton inclusive Now, within the framework of the coalescence model, 1 no explicit reference has been made to the spatial evolution of the cascade nucleons and to the possible equilibration properties they may have. It is this aspect and its consequences that will be investigated in this paper.
Since a detailed description of an expanding collection of strongly interacting nucleons raised to a high temperature (the fireball)
.is impossible, simplifying assumptions or idealizations have to'be made.
Here, the idealization is based on the three phases this collection goes through in its expansion. First, when densities and temperatures are high. , mean free paths are short -5I, R:: 1 fm; collisions are then frequent 0 .
in the bulk o_f the material causing scattering to all possible states, continuum and bound, with composite particle formation and break-up having its equal place in the system. In this phase, a temporal thermodynamic equilibrium could perhaps be established. Secondly, as the collection of these nucleons and nuclei expands, nonequilibrium few collision processes OqOo dominate until the density' is so low that a third phase is reached in which all collisions cease and the gas expands freely. Now, as a working idealization, we replace this complicated evolution with a much simpler one in, which the fireball expands· through a set of equilibrium states until a volume V or density p is reached, after 0 which all collisions cease instantaneously. The system then expands freely. This idealization leads to a framework for the model that is analogous to that of the big bang equilibrium mode1. 3 Here, no attempt is made to justify the model, but only to explore its consequences and its possible relevance to relativistic heavy ion collisions.
Assuming thermodynamic equilibrium is established in a volume V is determined by statistical factors alone and is: 3 where
The above equations apply in a high temperature and low density limit. It is worthwhile to point out that the high temperatures involved (3) (kT = 50 MeV from inclusive proton spectra 2 ) greatly weakens the depeno denee of the abundance on the traditional Boltzman factor. An example of the abundance ratios is shown in Fig. 1 and discussed in the figure caption.
Next, the momentum distribution of the individual species of this composite gas is given by the Maxwell-Boltzman distribution in the rest frame of the fireball; thus neglected. In this approximation the composite particle cross sectioncan be written as:
Here, f(t, In Eq. (7), the proton cross section is not to be taken from (8) experiment, but is to be calculated using the procedure just outlined.
Thus, in energy regions where the calculated proton cross sections differ 2 from the experimental results, we can expect, in general, that the calculated composite particle cross sections will also differ from experiment, where appropriate in the energy range above 100 MeV/ nucleon, then the conclusion could be drawn that there does not exist a single set of equilibrium conditions that would consistently explain all the cross section. It is interesting to note that these "freeze out" densities are slightly less than the central density of the corresponding composite system. Thus, if higher energy composite particle data result in the same values of P given above, a model could perhaps be developed 0 which incorporates the correlation between the "freeze out" density and the central density of" the composite.
In summary, a thermodynamic model, whose foundation is based on the equilibrium big bang model, is investigated to see if it has any relevance to the composite particle spectra that can be seen in relativistic heavy ion collisions. The model, if valid, would apply to the energy region in the spectrum of a composite particle above 100 MeV/nucleon. Unfortunately, at present, no data exists in the appropriate range for the composite particles. It therefore would be interesting to have such data to see if a high energy thermal component is present, and if so, to use it to extract the ~hermal properties of the fireball. 
